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ABSTRACT
Testing an arjet thruster in a terrestrial laboratory environment cannot provide a full characterization of the behaviour and effects of the exhaust gases, since it is difficult
to achieve pressures comparable to the environment found
in space in a vacuum chamber and because of exhaust interactions with the facilities walls. The difference in the
ambient pressure at the nozzle exit affects the shape of the
plume and the distribution of the chemical species in the
exhaust, as well as the particle parameters (velocity and
temperature). On the other hand, an exact knowledge of
the particle distribution and its effects is important in order
to better understand the operation of the thruster, to improve our knowledge of plasma dynamics in an expanding
flow and to assess the impact on contamination of external surfaces because of particle deposition or adsorption.
While it is generally easier to implement an experimental setup in a terrestrial laboratory, and many reports are
available in the literature to cover the basic measurements
on an arcjet thruster, operation in space for many scientific
instruments commonly used in the laboratory is difficult if
not prohibited by the extreme environmental conditions,
launch stress or weight/mass constraints. In this paper we
analyze the measurements which can be carried out effectively in a spaceborne diagnostic package, by taking into
account not only the feasibility of the measurement itself
but also the availability of the required instrumentation,
with an open mind to future developments which may provide useful tools for improving our basic understanding of
plasma flow dynamics and related phenomena in space.
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INTRODUCTION

Electric propulsion has recently attracted renewed attention in the space community due to the mass savings
and/or payload increases it can provide to geostationary
satellites3 - 43. Although electric propulsion has been around
for quite a long time, electric propulsion systems have been
recognized as a mature technology for potential use only
during the past several years. This is due to several factors. First, extensive test programs have not only improved
the system performance, but have largely resolved the concerns related to the integration and compatibility with the
spacecraft. A second factor is the competition which has developed in the geostationary telecommunications satellite
(GTS) community. This competition pushes satellites to use
higher performance subsystems to enhance the satellite capacity. In this sense, electric propulsion systems are attractive since they can offer launch mass reduction, increased
on orbit life and/or payload mass increases that fully justify
the development costs. Finally, power generation and storage systems which are now available on board communications satellites also provide the power/energy requirements
of an electric propulsion system.
Many parameters are important in selecting an electric
propulsion system for implementation. The primary factors are related to the integration of the electric propulsion
system onto the spacecraft. A mass advantage with respect
to a baseline chemical system is important but must be considered in light of other important factors. Other factors
include the system power requirements and required modifications to the spacecraft power system, the development
status of the propulsion system options, life/qualification
testing requirements and needs, system performance and
operating envelopes, dry mass, required quantity of propellant and its availability, the system on-orbit operating
mode and the particulate and field environment produced
by the electric propulsion system.
Electric propulsion systems based on arcjet thrusters are
being developed world-wide. Laboratory and advanced development work is ongoing in Italy 44 - 4 , Germany " s4 49,
Japan50,s and the USA 52 -", with system qualification
complete in the USA" 4-.
An arqet propulsion system
will be used operationally starting this year on commercial
Telestar 4 GTSs for North-South station keeping (NSSK)".
A flight arcjet subsystem for NSSK will utilize four arcjet
subsystem assemblies. Two engines would be considered
the primary NSSK system while the other two would be
considered redundant spares. Each hydrazine arcjet satellite propulsion subsystem assembly will include an arcjet assembly, power conditioning unit and interconnecting
power cable.
This paper describes the definition of a diagnostics package which was developed as part of an ASI-funded systems study activity being conducted by BPD Difesa e Spazio
(BPD) in support of low power arcjet system implementation in Europe. The diagnostics package definition activity has been carried out by FIAT CIEI - Divisione SEPA
(SEPA) in support of BPD. The study covers the definition
subsysof a Reference Mission", detailed arcjet propulsion
s7
tem specifications and requirements definition based on
the Reference Mission constraints and layout of the overall propulsion subsystem including design of its primary
components" along with identification of critical areas and
delineation of a development plan to achieve subsystem
ground qualification by the mid-nineties. Definition of the
diagnostics package is included in the definition of primary
system components. SEPA, in cooperation with Ansaldo
Ricerche, has also designed the PCU as part of the systems
components definition after building a breadboard PCU as
another part of this same program. The diagnostics package summarized in this paper is aimed a monitoring the

health of a nominally 1.8 kW hydrazine arcjet system with
an optial suite of diagnostics which could be employed on a
scientific mission to quantify the particulate and field environments produced by the arcjet system'.
The current understanding of the arcjet operational envelope is not complete, therefore a diagnostic package would
be very useful to investigate the state of the system and
to further improve our understanding of the physical behaviour of the thruster in space.
2

THE ARCJET THRUSTER

Arcjet systems belong to the electrothermal class: the propellant is heated by an electrical arc and, thereafter, expanded, i.e., accelerated in a supersonic nozzle s (see fig. 1).
The arcjet system is composed of the thruster itself, a gas
generator and a Power Condition Unit (PCU). A nominal
input power to an arcjet engine is 1.6 kW with the thrust
in the range of 0.1-0.2 N, while the specific impulse developed by the system is equal to 500-600 s. A thruster with
these characteristics can be used for North-South stationkeeping of GEO-synchronous satellites.

FIGURE 1:Arcet system (From Ref. 4)
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The gas generator assembly in the arqet system converts
liquid hydrazine (N2 H4 ) into gaseous decomposition products through a catalytic reaction for delivery to the arcjet.
Liquid hydrazine decomposes spontaneously in the presence of an appropriate catalyst material. The PCU is designed to convert satellite bus power (from batteries or solar arrays) to a useable form to start and run the arcjet
engine. The main functions of the PCU include initiating
the arc discharge by generating a series of high-voltage
short duration pulses across the arcjet electrodes, converting the nominally DC satellite bus power into a regulated
constant power (controlled in current) output to the arcjet
during steady-state operation, and monitoring the operation of the arcjet system, acquiring the relevant telemetry
signals and terminating engine operation in case of anomaious conditions 2 . The PCU is designed for a nominal input
power of 1.8 kw and an output power to the arcjet of 1.6
kw.
3

THE DIAGNOSTIC PACKAGE

The arcjet system must be monitored and completely characterized not only in the terrestrial laboratory, but also on
the satellite, where it is applied, using a suitable diagnostic package. Many diagnostic packages have been developed in the terrestrial laboratories and various reports are
available in the literature to cover the measurements on an
arciet thruster, while at least one experimental diagnostic
package for a 30-kw class arcjet flight experiment called
Electric Propulsion Space Experiment (ESEX) has been developed by TRW Space & 'Ichnology Group 28. In our study,
we have analyzed the measurements which can be carried
on effectively in a spaceborne diagnostic package'. Two basic configurations of the diagnostics for the arcjet system
have been considered:
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BASIC DIAGNOSTICS: this is a sensor suite with the
purpose of monitoring the main parameters affecting
the operation and performance of the arjet thruster.
Because of this purpose, it is intended to be carried onboard any operational mission as an integral part of the
propulsion system control and supervision subsystem.

*

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS: this is based on a set of
sensors intended to acquire scientific data to fully characterize the operation of the arcjet in space and its impact on the nearby environment. This will be carried
on once in a while on selected missions only, as a scientific experiment package.

a primary and a redundant sensor. The PCU input voltage
and current measurements are intended to ensure that the
satellite power bus is providing the input power within the
tolerances of the PCU design. The voltage values can be
measured through a voltage divider, while the current can
be measured with a calibrated shunt in series with the
anode current feed line or with a Hall effect current sensor.
bTmeasure temperatures, thermocouples must be used on
the catalyst bed of the gas generator and the arjet anode,
while the other temperature values would be low enough
and can be measured using thermistors.
A block diagram of the proposed architecture of the basic diagnostic package' designed to collect, condition, scale,
linearize and pack the measurement signals is given in fig.
2. A 10-channel analog multiplexer routes the outputs of
the various sensors to the input of a 12 bit A/D converter.
The only input signal conditioning other than amplification
is the precise current references feeding the thermistors. A
microcontroller controls the operation of the A/D converter
and the multiplexer. The microcontroller specifies the multiplexer channel selection, performs the resulting signal acquisition after the A/D conversion, time-tagging and data
storage, linearization, scaling, signal packing according to
the satellite communications protocol and finally transmission to the mission management computer.

4 BASIC DIAGNOSTICS
In our study' 3 3 the measurements considered as part of the
basic diagnostic package are: are voltage, arc current, PCU
input current, PCU input voltage, various temperatures on
the thruster, on the gas generator and on the PCU (see tab.
1). Of these measurements, the voltage, the current and
the temperatures on the PCU are monitored directly by the
Control Unit of the PCU 2 . Each measurement would have
TABLE 1: BASIC DIAGNOSTIC MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY (from
Nominal Nominal
Full
Rang
Range
Max Min. Senor Scale Gain
BOL
0 EOL
Rang Output

0

rf. 1)
ADC

Max.
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Using the advanced diagnostic package, the arcjet system
can be completely characterized from a scientific point of
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Similar to the basic diagnostic measurements, an experimental package must be designed to collect, condition,
scale, linearize and pack the measurement signals. A block
diagram of the proposed design' for this package is shown
in fig. 3. The image of the arejet plume, captured with
videocamera, must be processed apart from the other
telemetry because of its wide bandwidth (fig. 3). Therefore,
the image is sent first to a frame grabber to be digitized and
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FIGURE 2:Block diagram of the architecture for
the basic diagnostic package (From ref. 1)
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FIGURE 3:Block diagram of the architecture for
the advanced diagnostic package (From Ref. 1)
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then the image will be compressed by an image compression processor (DSP or a dedicated chip) in order to reduce
the volume of the data to be transmitted to ground. The
digitally compressed image is then sent to a microprocessor
which time-tags and packs the image in a message frame
adding the header, identification and all the indications required by the communication protocol. The image is then
ready for transmission to the ground.
TABLE 2: ADVANCED DIAGNOSTS (from ref. )
PROPOSEDf.
2 A
PALAAMETER
SENSOR
Gas generator chamber pr sure

Propellant fow
Thut

Exhaust gases velocity
Exhaust gases temperature

Plume shape
Electrons content and temperature
Particles coatminatio
Electromagnetic contamination

Residual magnetic ield

5.1

SPACECRAFT

I

stram-auge senor
thermstor
Coriolis-type sensor
accelerometer
laser diode
laser diode
camera
Lanmir probe
solar cells and QCMs
Langmuir probe

luxate sensor
manemtresntve sensor

Gas generator chamber pressure

Through the measurement of the pressure in the gas generator chamber, various phenomena can be investigated:
gas leaks, broadening of the section of the constrictor, reduction of the decomposition capacities of the catalyst bed,
flow oscillations due to electrical transients, wave phenomena over long time periods due to thermal transients. The
pressure of the propellant can be measured with a suitable
sensor at the output of the catalyst bed, with hydrazine
dissociated in NHs, N2, H2, etc.
The sensor that can be used for this measurement is a
piezoresistive or strain-gauge type sensor or a capacitance
type sensor. These sensors have a diaphragm on which the
gas exerts a shear stress due to the pressure. The first type
of device uses ion implanted resistors in the diaphragm and
the related stress is transformed into an electrical output.
The capacitance type sensor is similar, but measures the
capacitance between the diaphgram and a fixed reference

TO TM

DEDICATED
'

pPROCESSOR

TRANSMITTER

TO
GROUN

electrode instead than resistance. obminimize thermal effects on the sensor, it can be attached to the pressure tap
through a long tube as is done in terrestrial laboratories.
5.2

Propellant flow

The flow of the propellant along the feed line is measured
to assess the feeding conditions of the arcjet during ground
testing. A similar measurement during flight testing could
enable a much more complete evaluation of system performance. As for the pressure, the propellant flow can be
measured when hydrazine is in the liquid state at the inlet to the gas generator assembly or in the gaseous state
after the catalyst bed. In the first case, this measurement
is done at a low temperature (50-60 °C). For the measurement of the propellant flow in the gaseous phase instead,
the 0flowmeter must work at very high temperatures (about
600 C). Therefore, the measurement of the flow in the liquid phase is clearly more feasible.
Thermistors can be used as flowmeters. In this case, the
sensors are typically referred to as thermal flowmeters.
The scheme of this type of sensors 5 is shown in fig. 4.
Two thermistors are placed along the sensing tube with a
heater between them. With no flow the heat reaching each
thermistor is equal. With increasing flow, the flow stream
carries heat away from the upstream coil and an increasFIGURE 4:Thermal flowmeter (From Ref. 5)
-*"
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ing amount towards the downstream coil. An increasing
temperature difference develops between the two elements
and this difference is proportional to the amount of gas
flowing. A bridge circuit interprets the temperature difference and provides the output voltage directly proportional
to the resistance difference and hence to the temperature
difference,

of the satellite is known and the acceleration is measured,
the value of the thrust can be immediately evaluated. The
nominal value of the mass of the spacecraft in the reference mission examined in this study is 2600 kg, while the
thrust can be considered equal to 0.2 N, so the acceleration
is a = 7.7 10-sm/s 2 . This small value of acceleration can
be measured only with a very sensitive accelerometer. This
technique has been considered by TRW Space & Technology
Group in the 30 kw class arcjet Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration (ATTD) flight experiment diagnostic
package 2 . In any case, for the 1.6 kw arcjet the acceleration will be so small that its measurement very difficult.

Another type of flowmeter is a Coriolis-type mass flowmeter5
(see fig. 5). A U-shaped flow tube is vibrated at its natural
frequency by a magnetic device. The vibration is small in
amplitude. As the gas flows through the tube, it takes on
the vertical motion of the tube. When the tube is moving
upward during half of its cycle, the gas flowing into the
tube resists being forced upward by "pushing down" on the
tube (HI law of Dynamics). Having been forced upward,
the gas flowing out of the meter resists having its vertical
motion decreased by "pushing up" on the tube. This action
causes the tube to twist. When the tube is moving downward during the second half of its vibration cycle, the tube
twists in the opposite direction. The amount of twist is
directly proportional to the mass flow rate of the gas moving through the tube. Magnetic sensors and electronics are
used to convert the tube velocities into mass flow rates.

5.4

This measurement is very important for understanding the
engine performance characteristics and evaluating, in particular, the power of the engine. In the plume there are
different atomic and molecular species: with hydrazine as
a propellant, the species include H, N, NH, NH 3, NH 2 , t2,
N2 . Ionized species are also present, but their presence
can be neglected, being equal only to 0.1-1.0 % of the total
mass. A complete description of the velocities in the plume
is possible if the velocities of all the different particles or,
at least, of the most important species are measured.

The standard calibration techniques have not proven to be
adequate for our purposes and a precise calibration must
be performed in advance before any usable measurement
could be taken with these two types of flowmeters. Since
these flowmeters are not space-qualified, qualification before flight must be considered.

To measure the velocities of the particles in the arcjet
plume, several techniques (Doppler emission spectroscopy,
Doppler Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)) have been developed in the terrestrial laboratories, where the Doppler
effect on the emission lines of the spectrum of the particles in the plume is fundamental to obtain the velocities
measurements 7- 10 .

FIGURE 5:Coriolls-type mass flowmeter (From Ref. 5)
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impulse and efficiency
Sjet
of the arqet is evaluated through the
thrust, specific impulse and efficiency,
is the propulsion force of the satellite
of orbit stabilization and in scalar form
F = wh

(1)

the propellant
where v is the exhaust gas velocity and
mass flow rate. The specifc impulse is defined as:
,()
So

where v is the gas velocity and go is the acceleration of
gravity (9.8 m/,2). The arcjet efficiency is the ratio of the
exhaust jet power to the electric power P supplied to the
arc and is defined as:
S=

2
I F

--

A photon emitted by an atom or a molecule in the plume
with a proper frequency . is shifted in frequency A = v-v
if the particles in the plume have a velocity v with respect
to a fixed observer. If) is the angle between the direction of

the velocity v of the particle and that of the emitted photon,

--

FORCES
REACNG TO
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--

Exhaust gases velocity

(3)

An instrument that can be used in space for the measurement of the thrust is an accelerometer. In fact, if the mass

-

Av
-*

v
= -co

(4)

with c velocity of light "in vacuum". Therefore, the velocity of a particle in the plume can be calculated from the
measurement of the frequency shift.
The emission of photons from an atom or a molecule is a
characteristic and well-known phenomenon of the excited
particles. The radiation emitted in the plume of the arccan be analyzed through a spectroscopic system, such
as a system based on a Fabry-Perot interferometer or a
monochromator. At BPD's Electric Propulsion Laboratory
a monochromator-based spectroscopic system is used for
the analysis of the gases in the plume of the arcjet under
study s -10 . A similar system cannot be used on a spacecraft
because it is too delicate and bulky.
An absorption technique using a laser seems more feasible. A laser beam with a fixed frequency impinges into the
plume at a given angle. The frequency of the laser beam
is such that a particular type of atom or molecule in the
plume absorbs this radiation and has a transition to an
excited state, followed by the decay to a stable state with
the emission of the photon which will be detected. Based
on these concepts, the Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
technique has been developed in several terrestrial laboratories, using pulsed dye lasers '2 9 0 . A simple scheme of
a Doppler LIF applied to the analysis of the gases in the
plume is shown in fig. 6. Various architectures of the laser
system have been tried with the laser beam being sent in
the plume in different directions. In order to evaluate the
frequency shift due to the Doppler effect, the laser beam
must impinge on the plume at an angle 4 other than 900,
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FIGURE 6:Scheme of a UF system with two laser
beams In the plume (From ref. 59, modified)
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In addition, the atomic nitrogen and/or the ammonia as
components of the plume can be studied analyzing the
Doppler shift of a line of their spectrum. Each species of
atoms and molecules in the plume has its proper velocity
and it is tricky to measure all the velocities. If possible,
this will be done in the terrestrial laboratory and the relationships among the velocities of the different atoms and
molecules will be defined. These relationships will be considered approximately valid also when the engine operates
in space. In this way, the velocities of all the particles in
the plume can be derived from the velocity measurements

The hydrogen atoms, one of the atomic species present in
the plume, can be considered to measure the velocity in
the arcjet plume. The values of the velocity of this type of
atoms can be obtained by measuring the Doppler shift of
the broadened a line of the Balmer series of the hydrogen
spectrum. This measurement was made with the 30 kw
arcjet with ammonia as propellant at JPL8.

FIGURE 7:Proposed experimental set-up
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of a limited number of the species.
The technique previously described can be applied in space
by using a semiconductor laser to generate the pumping
beam. In fact, a semiconductor laser is an ideal type of
laser for space applications because of its small volume,
weight and low power requirements. However, it is not very
stable in frequency, featuring a typical linewidth greater
than 10 MHz. So, when a particular frequency of interrogation has been defined, in our case the frequency of transition of an atom or a molecule in the plume, the laser
diode has to be frequency stabilized"- 2 1. In general, the
laser stabilization is obtained through a feedback circuit
(optical or electrical) to maintain the short term stability of the frequency. With recent techniques of stabilization,
the linewidth of a laser diode can be reduced down to 10-15
kHz. Therefore, we proposed" (see fig. 7) to use wide-band
frequency modulation techniques to interrogate the atoms
in the exhaust beam of the arcjet engine.
5.5

number density and temperature. Laframboise 2 established the theory of the Langmuir probe in a collisionless,
stationary plasma.
Provided that the probe does not disturb the plasma and
that the electrons exhibit a Maxwellian distribution in the
transition region, the electron current I. collected by the
probe will be given by:
-e

I. = Apen./

2

Zm

xp
p[

Taking the logarithm of the previous equation and differentiating with respect to the probe voltage gives:
= -

n
dV

The first step to evaluate the applicability of the proposed
technique' is to analyze theoretically and simulate the capability to recover the physical parameters of interest from
the distribution of the particles in the plume obtained by
image processing. This can be done through numerical simulations using a digital image of the arejet plume obtained
in the terrestrial laboratory. Once the results of this study
are available, a better understanding of what is achievable
in the space environment will be obtained.
5.6 Electrons content and temperature
s cn
ad t
i
The electrons concentration
and temperature in tthe aarcjet plume are directly related to the operating parameters
of the arcjet, such as the electrical power and the mass
flow rate of the propellant. Therefore, it is interesting to
measure these quantities in the plume to have additional
informations on the operating conditions of the arcjet. The
concentration and temperature of the free electrons in the
plume can be evaluated with a Langmuir probe, as it has
been reported in some laboratory experiments on arjet
thrusters.
The Langmuir probe is an electrostatic probe made of a
conductive element of known geometry which is connected
to a power supply capable of biasing the probe to voltages
both positive and negative with respect to the potential of
the plasma to be investigated. The current drawn to the
probe as a function of applied voltage yields fundamental
information on the plasma properties, primarily electron

(6)
KT

Therefore the slope of a semi-log plot of electron current
as a function of probe voltage yields the electron temperature T,. Plasma potential V is generally located by extrapolating the linear portions of the transition and electron
accelerating regions and finding the intersection. Using a
thin sheath analysis, the saturation electron current I. (at
plasma potential) is given by:
* =

flT
ApenV

*

surfaces and instruments.

The sensor which can be used for the detection of the plume
shape is a videocamera. It can be placed in a suitable position near the nozzle of the arejet engine. The camera
is an instrument that can be used on a spacecraft, as it
can withstand the launch-phase and operate in the space
environment. The image of the plume can be processed
onboard with available image-processing techniques 27. In
fact, many image-capture programs and algorithms for image processing are readily available.

(5)

where A, is the effective collection area of the probe, e is the
electron charge, n,is the electron density, K is the Boltzmann constant, T, is the temperature of the electrons, m. is
the electron mass, V, is the voltage measured by the probe
and V, is the reference voltage.

Plume shape

It is very interesting to observe the plume shape of the
arcjet engine to obtain some insight into the performance
of the engine. From the plume shape, the distribution of
the particles in the plume can be possibly inferred, and
the shape is important to evaluate the masking effect that
the operation of the engine may have on optical payloads
onboard the spacecraft; the distribution of particles in the
plume and their relative velocities is essential to assess the
contamination hazard produced by the thruster on nearby

' v- r
KT,

(7)

Rearranging eq. (7) yields the electron density in terms of
known quantities, as:
s
n. = (3.73. 10o3) 1 /V
(8)
Ap
T()
This analysis is correct if the probe radius R, is small in
comparison with the collision mean free paths A, but large
in comparison with the Debye length AD:

A>RP

AD

(9)

AD = 6.93 * 13

(1)
(10)

where the Debye length AD is

With
these conditions,
the theory of Laframboi is a genns
e t h t h es e co d oan
f dee then
Laframboise is a gen
collected by the probe as functions of probe bias voltage,
o e t e by
pe or b
f u ct
R
ad
T.,
e Ts
ion
roe ia
tage
R/
and T/T, where T isthe ion temperature.
The electron concentration in the plume of 1 kW-class
arcjet 22 , obtained in the terrestrial laboratory, is of the order of lo0cm - 3 at electron temperatures between 0.4 and
0.8 eV. The Debye lengths are of the order of 10-3-10-2 cm.
The Langmuir probes are adaptable for applications in the
plume of an arcjet thruster on a satellite. The general
trends observed for the electron concentration in the plume
of the arcjet in the laboratory experiments must be verified
in space because of the different environmental conditions,
especially the lower ambient pressure which is likely to
produce a greater expansion of the plume itself. However,
applying Langmuir probes in flight requires careful considerations since it is an intrusive measurement, meaning
that a robotic arm will be probably required to move the
probe in and out of the plume.
5.7

Particles contamination

The particles in the plume of the arcjet may affect the surfaces of the satellite near the plume. The deposition of
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particles may provocate changes in the material exposed to
them due to ablation, accretion and chemical reactions31,
Deposition over the solar cells arrays is of particular concern since on a long run it impairs the efficiency of the
array in producing electrical energy.

can be designed to control the rate of increase to an acceptable level However, the characterization of the radiated
emissions in the arcjet engine, in particular in the PCU,
can be evaluated in the terrestrial laboratory, in a vacuum
anechoic chamber, through various tests according to the
requirem ts expressed by the military standards.

The effects of the contamination of the plume particles on
the surface of a spacecraft can be evaluated with the solar

For spaceborne arcjet engines, it is very important to define
the interactions between the RF signals transmitted from
the satellite to the ground (or vieversa) and the plume.

cells. These, used as sensors, can be placed on the surface
of the satellite in appropriate positions. Contamination is

measured by examining the power output drop over time

Due to physical limitations of a spacecraft structure, in
fact, it may be necessary for the

as particles obscure the surface. Careful calibration of the
probes is needed to get actual measurements of monolayer
depostionsthe

F signals to be tran -

mitted through a portion of the plume. The interactions of
RF signals with the charged particles of the plume are:
reflection, attenuation and phase shift (the attenuation being a consequence of absorption), refraction and diffraction.
In addition, noise can be injected on both signal amplitude
and phase of the transmitted signals.

Another type of sensor that can be used on a spacecraft for
the evaluation of the contamination due to the particles in
the plume is the Quartz Crystal Mirobalance (QCM).
This is a quartz crystal that oscillates at a characteristic
frequency when isolated. In the QCM, when particles de-

The evaluation of these interactions can be carried on using

position occurs on the sensitivle mentras frequenc oof

osilation occurs on the sensitive lement, the frequency of
oscillation changes, since the partiles diffuse inside the
quartz and alter the structure of the crystal. From he i
ference in frequency between an exposed and a protected
quartz crystal, the amount of contamination can be evaluated.
temperature-controlled
In addition,
QCMs (TQs)
temperaturecontrolled
addition,
ated.
can be In
used
to get an
indication of the types of the deposited
particles. With a TQCM, the temperature can be periodically increased to drive off volatile materials leaving only
non-volatile particles. Various QCMs can be placed on the
satellite for a complete analysis of the particles contamination on the spacecraft surface near the plume of the arcetsimilar:
pacecraft urace near the plume of the aret
thruster

Themeauatin of thee
iera concetion
n experimentally
he ple o
f
model and
two methods: with ane analytical

on the spacecraft with suitable probes. A simple model of
the
thn e eraction etwth
sitle F signals and the particles
between the RF signals and the particles
othe
interaction
RF si nals
of
the
plume of a 1 kw-class arcjet has been developed by
Lynnett
eCarn att NASA Lewis Research Center.
The analytical considerations developed in this model are
compared to the experimental data obtained through the
measurements of the electron concentration in the plume of
the arcjet. These measurements are made with a Iangmuir
probe in the terrestrial laboratory. The results obtained
through the model and the experiment are similar: the
the
distribution of the electrons in the plume of the arcjet is so
that the principal effect of the plasma on the transmission
of the RF signals is the refraction of the signals, except
for densities approaching the critical number density. The
reflection and the absorption of the electromagnetic radiations are negligible effects. Otherwise, except for propagation paths of the radiations which pass very near the
arcet source, eve the refraction
n
effects on the radiations
are negligible.

CMs (TCMs)wiseecetr

5.8

Electromagnetic contamination

Since the arcet thruster is a subsystem ofa complex spacecraft, the characterization of its radiated emissions is very
important. The electromagnetic radiated emission is assessed in ground testsan flight experiences of the spacecraft in which the arcjet engines are placed.

Since, the total effect of EM emission has been evaluated"
to be negligible, we have not suggested to provide EM emission and RFI measuring instruments as a part of the advanced diagnstic package, even if in other proposals the
electric field up to 16 GHz is measured with two broadband spiral cavity antennas. In facton a spacecraft which
is equipped with arcjet engines, a Langmuir probe applied
to each arcjet plume can determine the distribution of the
electrons in the plume, and, from this, it is possible to
evaluate the efect on te
signals assing t
g
evalute the effects on the F sgna pssing through the
l

Characterization of the electromagnetic environment pro
duced by an electric propulsion system is made both at the
component level testing and at the spacecraft system integration. The propulsion system, along with all the major spacecraft subsystems, must demonstrate that radiated
and conducted emissions do not pose a problem to susceptible spacecraft systems. In general, a spaceborne propulsion system has to satisfy the electromagnetic contamination requirements expressed in the military standards
MIL-STD-461B and MIL-STD-462, amended by the particular requirements of the mission considered. The former
establishes both the electromagnetic emission limits and
susceptibility requirements for all electrical, electronic or
electromectrhanical equipment while the latter defines the
test procedures and measurement techniques.
For an arcjet thruster, the radiated emissions may span
from 10 kHz to 30 GHz. On the arcjet there are several
potential sources of the electromagnetic radiation: in the
central body of the arcjet the voltage oscillations on the
electrodes may induce electromagnetic emissions as the arc
attachment point fluctuates; the arcjet plume is another
possible source of EM emissions, as recombination of ionized and dissociative species and thermal energy level transitions are accompanied by some level of emission (these
emissions are typically in the infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectrum); the PCU is another source of radiated EM
emissions. Anticipated PCU switching frequencies will be
in the 20 to 100 kHz range. A high voltage pulse is used to
initiate the arc discharge. After the initial breakdown, the
arc current increases to its steady state value. This sudden
current rise may induce EM emissions. However, the PCU

6 CONCLUSIONS

.

As our study' shows, the parameters which can be measured to characterize the operation of the arcjet thruster
are numerous. Therefore, it would be very interesting to
apply a full diagnostic package on a satellite with scientific purposes: the performance of the thruster could then
be completely evaluated and studied in the space environment, improving our understanding and knowledge of
many basic processes of plasma physics in vacuum.
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